Abstract-RC4 algorithm is one of the most significant stream and symmetric cryptographic algorithms, it is simple and used in various commercial products, it has many weaknesses such as a bias in the key stream that some key bytes are biased toward some values. In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed by using initial state factorial to solve the correlation issue between public known outputs of the internal state by using an additional state table with the same length as that of the state to contain the factorial of initial state elements. The analysis of RC4 and developed RC4 algorithm is done based on their single bias and double byte bias and shows that many keystream output bytes of RC4 are produced key stream bytes that are biased to many linear combinations while developed RC4 key bytes have no single and double biases. The results show that the series that is generated by developed RC4 is more random than that generated by RC4 and the developed algorithm is faster than RC4 execution time and requires less time. Additionally, the developed algorithm is robust against many attacks such as distinguishing attack.
INTRODUCTION
Encryption is a process that involves transforming plaintext into ciphertext in order to hide its meaning and to prevent unauthorized parties from retrieving plaintext [1] . The cryptographic algorithms are designed to provide lower size, high speed of implementation, less complexity, and a larger degree of security for resourceconstrained devices [2] . The strength of stream ciphers is the random key stream that guarantees secure computation of the cipher [3] . The cryptanalysis of stream cipher essentially focuses on identifying nonrandom process [4] . When the key size is small, it must be very efficient and encryption time be very fast, many encryptions that are used in wireless devices are based on symmetric key encryption such as RC4 algorithm [5] . RC4 is an effective stream cipher algorithm that is most popular. It is used in Oracle, SQL, Secure Sockets Layer, and Wired Equivalent Privacy Protocol [6] . The attack on this algorithm was presented by Fluhrer, Mantin, and Shamir, it is an algorithm to use the symmetric key and it is an important one of the encryption algorithms [7] . This algorithm includes two main components to generate the key, the first is (KSA) Key Scheduling Algorithm and the other is (PRGA) Pseudo-Random Generation Algorithm [8] . RC4 starts with the permutation and uses the secret key with a variable length from 1 to 256 bits against a 256-bit state table [9] . The key is limited to 40 bits because of missing of restrictions, but it is sometimes used as 128 key bits [10] . Symmetric encryption can be classified into stream and block ciphers [11] . RC4 is analyzed by different people and there are different weaknesses detected [12] . KSA is more problematic and it is prepared to be simple [13] . At the beginning, few bytes of the output of PRNG are biased or related to some key bytes [14] . There are different types of attack that are classified by the amounts of information available to the adversary for cryptanalysis based on available resources [15] . The aim of this work is to solve interconnection between public known outputs of the internal state of RC4.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 gives the related works. Section 3 shows a brief depiction of RC4 algorithm. Several weaknesses of RC4 are determined in section 4. Section 5 illustrates the Modified RC4 by using Two State Tables and Initial  State Factorial. Sections 6 and 7 show the implementation, results and discussion. In the results, section A shows a comparison between analyzing of RC4 and developed RC4 with factorial based on single byte bias. And section B shows a comparison between analyzing of RC4 and developed RC4 with factorial based on double byte bias. Conclusion is shown in section 8.
II. RELATED WORKS
Mantin I. and Shamir A. (2001) showed an essential statistical weakness in the RC4 keystream by analyzing RC4 algorithm. This weakness makes it insignificant to discriminate between random strings and short outputs of RC4 by analyzing the second bytes. It is observed that the second output byte of RC4 has a very strong bias that takes the value 0 with twice the expected likelihood (1/128 instead of 1/256 for n = 8). The main result is the detection of a slight distinguisher between the RC4 and random ciphers, that needs only two output words under many hundred unrelated and unknown keys to make robust decision [1] . Sepehrdad P. et al. (2011) discovered new biases in RC4 and proposed a mechanism to focus on linear attachments in the RC4 and detected linear attachment in the PRGA of the RC4 algorithm, and presented the elements within one trial of PRGA. Then this way is popularized to RC4 as a black crate with confident keywords as an input and words of the keystream as an output. These mechanisms lead to the detection of 57 attachments in the RC4. Some of these can be immediately utilized in the present key retrieval attacks on the RC4, WEP, and WPA [3] . Al-Fardan N. J. et al. (2013) measured the security of RC4 in TLS and WPA and analyzed RC4 based on its single and double byte bias and attacked it based on its two types of bias by using plaintext recovery attack. Their results show that there are biases in the first 256 bytes of the RC4 keystream that can be exploited by passive attacks to retrieve the plaintext by using 2 44 random keys. They focused on the multi-session setting, where the same plaintext is repeatedly encrypted with different keys and could recover full plain text from cipher text by using single byte bias attack and double byte bias attack [12] . Hammood M. M. et al. (2015) presented enhancing RC4 security and speed. Many algorithms were proposed as development for RC4. The first is RRC4 (RC4-Random initial state) which is to make RC4 more secure by increasing its randomness. The second suggestion is RC4 with two state tables to increase the randomness in the key sequence and the execution time of RC4-2State is faster than that of RC4. The last suggestion is RC4-2State + which is to produce 4 keys in every cycle to improve the randomness in the key sequence. The output sequences of all suggested algorithms provide more randomness [13] .
III. RC4 DESCRIPTION
The RC4 algorithm was proposed by Ron Rivest in1987 and kept secret as a trade secret until it was leaked in 1994. It is very fast and simple in design [16] . The internal state is an array S of (2n words) [17] . RC4 has a variable length of the key that ranges between (0 -255) bytes for initializing an array of 256 bytes in the initial state (State [0] to State [255]) [2] .RC4 is carried out in two phases: The first is the key scheduling algorithm (KSA). It initializes the internal state [7] .
RC4 starts the replacements and uses private key to get a random replacement with the KSA .Based on confidential key, the other phase is PRGA that produces key bytes that are XOR-ed with original bytes to get the cipher [5] .The state array is used to produce pseudorandom bits .These are done in the KSA .The operation which is performed between key and plain text is equivalent in some regard to the Vernam cipher [6] .The key is limited to 40 bits but it is sometimes used as a 128 bit key [8] .It has the receptivity to use 1 to 2048 key bits .In general, the RC4 key size is "5 to 16 bytes" (40 to 128 bits) and the size of the typical state is 256 bytes [7] . It is highly utilized on the internet. It is used popularly as a default cipher for "Secure Socket/Transport Layer Security" (SSL/TLS) connections. It is very fast and simple in design and it is a set of stream systems represented by n that shows the word size in bits. The inner state is array (State) of (2n words) [8] . Algorithm The output sequence of key K is XOR-ed with the Plaintext
IV. THE WEAKNESS OF RC4
There are several weaknesses found in RC4 algorithm. Some of these weaknesses are easy and can be resolved, but other weakness is dangerous because attackers can exploit it. Another weakness in initialization state is a statistical bias which occurs in distributing words of the first output [7] . The key stream which begins the algorithm swaps the entry of the s-box exactly one time (identical to the pointer i that points to an entry) for low values of i, it is probable that S j = j during the initialization [18] . Roos found weaknesses in RC4 that has serious correlation between generated value and the first few values of the state table. The first byte of the generated key is highly correlated with a few key bytes. So, the keys allow precursor of first bytes from the output of the PRGA [19] . The goal of the attack is to retrieve the original key, the internal state, or the output keystream to have an access to the original messages. From the previous studies based on KSA and PRGA, there are some weaknesses of RC4 such as the biased bytes, distinguishers, key collisions, and key recovery from the state [20] . PRGA is reversible in nature. Then it is very simple to retrieve the secret key from the state [21] . Mantin and Shamir detected the major weakness in the second round the probability of zero output bytes. Fluher found a large weakness, if anyone knows the portion of the private key then its potential is to attack the RC4. Paul and Maitra found the secret key by using initial state table [22] . There are various methods of applying a brute force attack to the RC4 that is composed of two types: KSA attacks and PRGA attacks [23] . The vulnerabilities include A broadcast attack by using various unique keys for the encryption on similar plaintext offers the redundancy of the cipher text. The vulnerabilities include that PRGA is utilized as a seed for the RC4 which can be weak by analyzing a large collection of cipher text and as a result got duplicated encryption of the same plaintext with the same key [24] . For making RC4 secure and capable of standing against the attack, lot of researches was done over RC4 to enhance the security of RC4.
V. THE MODIFIED RC4 BY USING TWO STATE TABLES AND INITIAL STATE FACTORIAL
RC4 has various weaknesses in the KSA and PRGA that cause vulnerablity to this algorithm. This section determines the new insertion to the RC4 algorithm to improve it and to solve the weak key problem by using two state tables, one of them contains the factorial of other state contents with the same length to reduce the weakness that is exploited by the attacks. This algorithm consists of initialization step (KSA) and another step (PRGA) as shown in Algorithms (3) and (4). All addition operations are implemented in mod state length (N). The first step (KSA) takes a secret key k with a variable length between 1 and 256 n-bit words. In the first step of the KSA, one of the state tables is filled by the factorial of the contents of the other state table that is generated by the sender and filled with numbers from 0 to N-1. The input is the secret key used as a state table seed. After the KSA, the state becomes input to the next step (PRGA). In the PRGA step, additional operations are used as permutation to the state Output: Key sequence.
Cipher i = Key seq. ⊕ Plain i.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION
This algorithm is executed by using C# language. The inputs to this algorithm are an initial state that is filled with the values from 0 to 255 and secret key with a length between 1 and 256, and another state table with 256 bytes to contain the factorial of initial state elements. The implementation of the proposed algorithm required less time than that required for implementation of RC4 when implemented on the same size of secret keys and showed that the proposed algorithm is faster than RC4 as shown below. The table 1 and figure 1 below show the time of key generation for RC4 and the proposed algorithm 
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The generated key stream is examined by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) Test Suite that is a statistical combination for random number generator test that includes 16 statistical tests for measuring the output series randomness of pseudorandom number or true random number generators .The tests of this PRNG were done by using NIST STS-1.6 .The likelihood of a good random number generator is represented by P-value .Some tests accepted large sequence sizes and failed in the small sequence size, and other test accepted both large and small sizes .In our program, a large size (2,000,000 bits) is generated from each secret key .these sequences are tested, and p-values average which resulted from these tests are calculated as shown in table 2, in the test, P-value is compared to 0.01, the p-values are passed when they are greater than 0.01, and the produced series is random, and uniformly distributed .If the tests give p-value equal to 1, then the series is taken to have complete randomness. a p-value of zero means that the sequence is fully nonrandom. The SUCCESS means that the sequence is acceptable and it has good randomness, where FAILURE indicates that it is not acceptable and not-random. In general, these sixteen tests are composed of two collections. 
A. Comparison Between Analyses of RC4 and Developed RC4 with Factorial Based on Single Byte Bias.
RC4 has many weaknesses in the generated key stream, the key stream bytes are biased. In 2002 Mantin and Shamir [1] found that in the second round, the key is biased toward zero with high probability. AL-Fardan et al. also Hamood M.M. et al. analyzed RC4 based on its bias and proved that the first 256 bytes are biased. In this work, RC4 and the new algorithm were also analyzed and proved that developed RC4 has no bias while RC4 key stream is biased and shows the same bias that is proved in the literature, this work reduces the search space and uses state with length 32 and 2 30 random secret keys each one with length 16 and proved bias in standard time (less than one hour) as shown below. Expected biases start appearing for runtime 2 21 key generation. No bias is statistically identified for the proposed algorithm. Singlebias is calculated by using the following algorithm: Deducting new key with a length of 16 bytes from each generated key are to be new secret key.
2.
For (col = 0 to key Length) 2. This algorithm is implemented in C# language. Several biases were identified in the previous researches .RC4 is successfully reproduced and proved these bias in the first 32 bytes of keystream while developed RC4 has no bias in the first 32 positions of keystream byte. The algorithm of measuring key distribution bytes is implemented with 2 34 secret key as shown in figures 3,4,5 and 6. 
B. Comparison Between Analyses of RC4 and Developed RC4 with Factorial Based on Double Byte Bias.
After explaining single-byte biases that are of great benefit to the cryptographic society, the attack simply can be avoided by ignoring the initial bytes. Thus, RC4 with additional configuration can still resist single-byte bias attack. However, the researchers have studied and investigated biases beyond initial bytes and different multi-byte biases have been discovered in the key stream of RC4. Fluhrer and McGrew [25] were the first researchers that discovered the biases in a consecutive pair of bytes (K i , K i+1 ) and detected long-term biases of RC4. Hamood et al. [26] estimated the probability of the cipher for generating each pair of byte values through each 256-byte cycles and got a complete view of the distributions of every pair of byte values at the positions (i, i + 1). They replicated biases of Fluhrer and McGrew and their work was endorsed by AlFardan et al. [12] They found two new positive biases not mentioned in [25] by Fluhrer The figure below shows the distribution of (Zr, Zr+1) for all the first 32 bytes where Zr = i and Zr+1 = i for RC4. The figure below shows the double-byte biases (Z r , Z r+1 ) for modified RC4 with factorial where Z r =i and Z r+1 =i for the first 32 bytes. RC4 stream cipher is a significant encryption algorithm and it is one of the widely used cryptosystems on the Internet that is used to keep information privacy. RC4 implementation is simple and fast compared with other encryption algorithms, but its key bytes are biased, this weakness makes RC4 vulnerable to attack. The proposed algorithm uses factorial of the state table contents and addition operations in KSA and PRGA to increase the randomness of the generated key while the key generation time of suggested algorithm is faster than key generation time of RC4. The key stream of the proposed algorithm has no single or double bias in the first 32 position as we reduce the search space and measured distribution bytes in standard time while RC4 key stream is biased in different positions. The generated key stream of the proposed RC4 has passed the NIST suite of statistical tests. Thus, it can be executed in the software or hardware.
